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1. Teacher's Comments (English)
________________________________________________________

 00:00:24 I begin the lesson by a verbal greeting with the students. There is no bell at our school.
We proceed according to a teaching schedule. In most of the schools a bell usually
indicates the beginning and the end of a lesson. According to my experience, lesson
openings without a bell are very pleasant and without any problems. 

 00:00:55 I am trying to find out from students what was explored in the previous lesson. My goal
is to find out to what extend students understood Archimedes' law.

 00:01:57 I am performing an experiment. Students are observing and describing what they see.
Everything is step by step.

 00:03:42 A student is summarizing the outcome of the experiment. I demonstrate an experiment;
students are observing, describing, and explaining. I am trying to help them by asking
questions. The use of this particular heuristic method will be apparent throughout the
whole lesson. 

 00:10:29 I would like to lead students from a qualitative description of Archimedes' law to
deriving a mathematical formula. Derivation of this formula is not part of the regular
examination. I am using this procedure for better understanding.

 00:11:32 I made a mistake and students did not pick up on it immediately. I was quite surprised.
The students usually react when I make a mistake.

 00:13:14 For relaxation I added a discussion that was based on students' own experiences. We are
solving situations that we are familiar with.

 00:17:17 After a whole-class discussion of the problem—how can clay float—students work in
pairs. They are practically solving the problem. The students explain. 

 00:18:56 I have an agreed signal with students—the rule of the raised hand. It means students are
expected to finish or interrupt work. It is a very good aid for groupwork. 

 00:24:10 Students are drawing all experiments into their notebooks. They are writing their own
encyclopedia of physics.

 00:29:05 I discuss with students physics phenomena in relationship with chemistry, nutrition, and
everyday experiences. I don't want them to view physics as a subject, but as a world
around us.

 00:30:17 The students are trying to find out density values in a physics table. They are verifying a
physics issue [about ice being less dense than water].

 00:33:38 We are solving a problem that is not related to Archimedes' law. No one seems to mind
that high tide and low tide are the topics from sixth grade. I am glad that students can
see relationships and that they are able to use previously learned content.

 00:48:07 I like to end the lesson with a question or a task that students can look forward to in the
next lesson. Will they be able to figure it out?

 00:49:16 It is my responsibility to finish the lesson. In this case I took four minutes from the
students' break. This should not happen.
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